
 

SCHOOLS tour

‘THEY resonated with students in a way that many have not 
experienced before. This has given our students a unique 

chance to ask really challenging questions and to 
explore issues that are relevant to them.’ 

ANDY SCOTT-EVANS, HEADTEACHER, BECKET KEYS SCHOOL



 

Meet the team 

The Crossfya band is a 3-piece team of rappers, DJs and singers.  Tim, Nat and 
Nana combine dance music, hip hop and rap in a positive urban sound. 

The band have visited over 100 schools in the past 10 years, including many 
international schools weeks.  Crossfya have developed a presentation that is 
guaranteed to inspire and encourage young people to think positively about 
themselves and ask deeper questions. 

Using their personal journeys of faith and various life experiences, their stories have 
an impact on students in a way that allows young people to connect easily. 



What we do 

Since 2007, Crossfya has been working in 

schools to motivate and empower young 

people. 

During a schools week, we aim to create a 

positive atmosphere for learning, bringing real 

focus and attention to contact time with 

students.  Our lesson delivery adheres to the 

National Curriculum. 

Many young people are facing challenges 

and difficulties in their life.  We aim to help the 

pupils consider their value, and to think 

through their life choices. 

Our commitment to pupils extends beyond 

taking assemblies and class teaching.  We are 

experienced in delivering successful 

workshops and concerts which can contribute 

to building awareness and understanding of 

self. 

At each stage we aim to be: 

Professional 
Bringing quality to our presentations that 

captures attention and ensures on-task 

learning.  This allows the young people to 

explore different perspectives. 

Memorable 
Enhancing student experience and 

understanding, ensuring learning progresses  

through and beyond the end of each lesson. 

Collaborative 
Listening carefully to teachers’ needs and 

questions, using a full brief and feedback 

questionnaire. 

Flexible 
Tailoring our lessons, workshops and 

assemblies to your timetable and facilities. 

Cost 
We do not charge schools for the cost as we 

fundraise to cover the costs. 



What we do 

Since 2007, Crossfya has been working in schools 
to inspire and empower young people. 

During a schools week, we aim to create a positive 
atmosphere for learning, bringing real focus and 
attention to contact time with students.  Our lesson 
delivery adheres to National Curriculum Key Stage 
3 and 4 learning objectives.   

Many young people are facing challenges and 
difficulties in their life.  We aim to help the pupils 
consider their value, to understand rejection and 
to think through their life choices. 

Our commitment to pupils extends beyond taking 
assemblies and class teaching.  We are 
experienced in delivering successful workshops 
and concerts which can contribute to building 
awareness and understanding of self. 

At each stage we aim to be: 

Professional 

Bringing quality to our presentations that captures 
attention and ensures on-task learning which 
allows the young people to explore different 
perspectives. 

Memorable 

Enhancing student experience and understanding, 
ensuring learning progresses  through and beyond 
t h e e n d o f 
each lesson. 

Collaborative 

L i s t e n i n g 
careful ly to 
t e a c h e r s ’ 
n e e d s a n d 
o b j e c t i v e s , 
using a full 
b r i e f a n d 
feedback questionnaire. 

Flexible 

Tailoring our lessons, workshops and assemblies to 
your timetable and facilities. 

Cost 

We do not charge schools for the cost as it is all 
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How it works 

Crossfya usually engage with schools in four keys ways: 
• Assemblies 
• Lessons/ workshops 
• Lunchtime performances 
• End of week concerts 

Assemblies 

We contribute to your whole school or year group assembly with live music from the band.  
We also use the opportunity to explain who we are, why we are in the school and, where 
appropriate, give details about any activities coming up that week. 

Lessons 

Where possible, we try and take the whole RE timetable for Years 7-11 for the week we are in 
school to provide the maximum value to you. 

Ten years of experience tells us that in order for you and your students to gain the most from 
our lessons, they are best delivered in the school hall.  This enables us to deliver the best 
performances and lessons from a technical standpoint, as it requires no movement of sound 
equipment.  However, if this is not practicable, we are happy to discuss alternatives to meet 
your individual needs.  A lesson sample is available on request. 

Lunchtime performances 

Short (20-30 minute), free of charge performances give a taster of the end of week concert 
during school lunch hours. We find this opportunity gives young people a chance to 
enhance their experience and adds value to our visit. 

End of week concert 

This is an essential part of the schools week, giving young people the opportunity to see our 
team perform professionally and respond to what they have heard during the week.  We find 
that the end of week concert works best when they are held on the school grounds on the 
Friday evening.  This is to ensure that students are able to enjoy the concert in a safe and 
familiar environment whilst experiencing a performance at a professional level.  We will work 
alongside you to promote the concert through flyers, posters and social media with artwork 
supplied by us. 

Getting it right 

Every schools week is carefully planned so the school can get the most out of the 
experience. Each school has its own unique ethos and we aim to make space for what 
matters most to you, as we exist to serve the school: whether that’s questions and answers, 
personal stories or personal development.  We try our best to cater to all of your needs. 
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Ongoing work 

The student engagement doesn’t finish at the end of the schools tour.  We have developed 
a follow up course called Faith Gang which can be run within the school structure or as an 
after school group.  The group is for students who want to know more about the Christian 
faith after the schools tour has ended. 

The course contains 6 sessions starting with an introduction to the Faith Gang.  Each week 
will feature a short 3 minute video covering a topic followed by questions to encourage 
group discussion and a weekly task for each person.  They also receive a certificate and 
Faith Gang membership card upon completion of the course, which allows them to 
access exclusive material through our Faith Gang website.

CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT 

THIS ACKNOWLEDGES THAT 

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED 

THE FAITH GANG COURSE 

DATE: 

FAITH GANG

faith gang 

official member



 

Frequently asked questions 
Here are answers to some of the questions you 

might have.  If you have any other questions you 

would like to ask, don’t hesitate to contact us on 

0161 633 2421 or email us info@crossfya.com 

Who are you? 

Crossfya schools tour is part of MJK, a Christian 

charity that exists to give people the opportunity 

to explore their personal faith in a modern and 

relative context. 

Who provides the equipment 

Crossfya provide the technical equipment for a 

schools week. 

Does it have to be a full week? 

We find that schools get the most out of our 

team when they are invited to spend a full week 

in and around the schools, playing a full part in 

the life of the school and getting to know as 

many students as possible. However, we seek to 

serve schools in whatever way we can and are 

flexible to fit around  your needs. 

What about child protection? 

All members of Crossfya are training and DBS 

checked.  We have our own Child Safety Policy 

but should you wish us to operate according to 

your own policy simply make this clear upon 

application. 



 

‘Crossfya made such a positive impact 

across the school.  Our school will be a 

better place for having them in it.  Not only 

did they give the students a lot to think about 

as well as really entertaining them; they 

have helped raise the profile of the subject I 

love to teach.’ 

RACHEL HAMALIENKO, HEAD OF RE, COURT MOOR SCHOOL

‘They challenged the pupils’ knowledge and 

ideas about God and Jesus, they inspired us 

with their own stories and finally they were 

willing to answer any questions the pupils 

had.  The pupils had a great time and went 

away with lot of information and a lot to 

think about.’ 

TABOR ACADEMY, ESSEX

‘Crossfya were sensitive to working in a 

school context whilst communicating 

superbly and enabling young people to see 

the relevance, life and fun Christianity is for 

the 21st century.  We look forward to the 

return of Crossfya soon and fully recommend 

them to all.’ 

ST. PETER’S SCHOOL, EXETER.
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